
From the injustice of the taxes to the justice of the Zakat. 
 

 
This title, I inspired it of the famous answer of Ribiy Ibn Aamer messenger of the camp of the 
Moslems to Rostom Farrokhzad, adviser and General of Yazdgard III (632-651) or 
Commander-in-chief of the Persian Army when this last told to Ribiy: why did you come? 
Ribiy answered to him: our Allah god sent us to make leave the human beings from the 
prostration in front of the human beings (slavery) to the prostration in front of Allah Lord and 
Creator of the human beings, and from the injustice of the religions to the justice of the Islam, 
and from the narrowness of the life on earth to its immensity here below on earth and to the 
beyond in the eternal home. 
 
This small book that is a point of view or an open letter is destined to all the States or country 
of which their virtue is the justice but it will be very heavy for those that got used to live at the 
expense of the others. 
 
This first letter will be divided in three parts: 
     
The 1st part: the quote of nearly all the taxes applied currently in the majority of the States or 
country of the world with their rates. 
 
The 2nd part: the organisms of social security 
 
The 3rd part: proposition of a just solution, an approach toward the Zakat 
 
First I don't invent anything, the Zakat is Allah's order our Creator. 
Therefore that comes back to you to choose between an arsenal of taxes, I mention [Personal 
Income Tax (professional income, salary income, landed or other income); Societies Taxes; 
Sale's Tax, or value-added tax; Professional Tax; Land Tax; Billing’s Tax; Dwelling's Tax; 
Registration's Tax; Axel Tax etc.] and the Zakat that is only one tax, a tax on the fortune. And 
between, a progressive rates or not, who exceed the limits of the reason, more than 50% and 
only one unique rate 2,5 %. 
 
Besides, to give the Zakat is not only an act of good citizenship but also a picket act. 
 
And it is Allah our Lord and Creator who took care of the distribution of the recipes of the 
Zakat "Sadakat" while starting with the poor in first; a just distribution that you can find in the 
sacred books: The Sadakat are for the poor, the indigent or needy, and those whom make the 
quest of it or work on it, these last you can assimilate them to the government: to the civil 
servants of the State… 
And that always comes back to you to choose between a just distribution of the recipes of the 
State and a distribution that limits itself to the civil servants of the State (the ministries). 
 
Remark:     
For those that have the phobia of the religions or for those who want to keep a familiar 
language to the taxes, they can replace the Zakat's word by Tax on the Fortune (TF). 
 
 
 



1st part: quotation of nearly all the taxes applied currently in the majority of the States 
or countries of the world with their rates. 
 

Budget of the State 
 

Recipes (or resources) Expenses (or public expenses)   
- Taxes more than 80%     
- Etc.…   

- Remuneration for the civil servants of the 
State (Ministries) more than 80%     
- Expenses necessary to the working of the 
administrations.     
- Etc.…     

 
A point of view on the Recipes: 
 
* More than 80% of resources of the budget of the State proceed from the taxes.     
* All individuals contribute to the financing of the budget of the State while paying for the 
taxes. No individual is spared even the unemployed and the resourceless whom don’t have 
income. 
* Quotation nearly of the majority of the types of taxes with their rates:     
The income tax: (professional earnings, agricultural income, salary, landed, etc...) application 
of the progressive's rates by slice. 
Example: 

Slice or fraction of yearly 
taxable income 

Rate   

Until 10000 € 0% 
From 10000 to 30000 15% 
From 30000 to 70000 30% 
From 70000 to 150000 40% 
Superior to 150000 45% 

The income tax all over the world:                 
                Maximum rate 60% 
                Minimum rate 0% in Brunei. Then 7%... 
Tax of the societies (company)      
               Maximum rate 55% then 39% 
               Minimum rate 0%. Then 7,5%... 
The sale's tax or the value-added tax on the consumption:      
               Maximum rate 50% then 33%   
               Minimum rate 0%. Then1,5% then 4%... 
The tax on the real estate mutations 
The tax of solidarity on the fortune: the progressive rates.     
The contribution of solidarity     
The professional tax     
The tax on the billing    
The residence tax   
The land taxes (built lands and non built)     
The axel tax     
Registration fee (Tax of recording) 
               
NB: Know that the tax rates applied in the majority of the States or country of the world 
exceed the 2,5%. 



A point of view on the expenses: 
 
* More than 80% of the expenses of the State (public expenses) are remunerations of the civil 
servants of the State (the ministries…). 
* To apply progressive rates, it's to look for the justice in what is unjust. 
* Remark on the law of finance: 
For me '' A new law of finance '' it's:     

- Some new measures to facilitate the regulation and the declarations of these taxes... 
- Either to alleviate the conditions of exoneration or the opposite according to the needs 

in budget. 
- A fiscal amnesty for the penalties of delay and their overcharges when a new 

government needs money: a lot of victims paid for these penalties just before the 
amnesty and they don't have the right to ask for a repayment, even as having received 
overdue opinions; it is always the State who has all the rights and who is alone of good 
faith. 

- I see that we requires from taxpayers to be not only good citizens but also a good 
customers. 

 
2nd part: the organisms of social security 
 
Let's speak of social security organisms:      
We know that the social protection is not financed by the budget of the State but by 
contributions. The contribution is always appreciated.     
But in some countries, why two obligatory and different organisms, one for the masters and 
the other for the slaves?     
Why for the retirement pension, the obligatory regimes who applies different rules of 
calculation?     
A point of view: 
The maximal retirement pension must be limited even though it is about the pension of the 
president of the country, and the minimal retirement pension must be equals at least to the 
IGMW (Interprofessional Guaranteed Minimum Wage) (or of Growth) = Minimal Wage of 
every country that covers at least the natural needs" the living wage ". 
I see that the contribution to the organisms of social security must be only obligatory while 
applying the equality between the regimes: the identical rules of calculation. 
 
3rd part: proposition of a just solution, an approach toward the Zakat. 
 
First I don't invent anything: in all sacred books: Torah, Gospel, Koran, you will find that 
Allah our creator imposed the Zakat and that all of his messengers applied the Zakat. 
And here is what you can find in the Koran one of the sacred books: 
 
"Oh you, Sons of Israel (Jacob),  ... and accomplish the prayer, and acquit the Zakat, and 
prostrate with those who prostrate in front of Allah" 
 
"Certainly, the believers who have made good actions “deeds of righteousness”, have 
accomplished the prayer, have acquitted the Zakat, will have their reward by their Lord Allah, 
and no fear for them, and they won't be afflicted or saddened." 
 
"But the deep-rooted (who are firm) in the science among them (of people of the sacred Book) 
and the believers believe in what We made descend to you and in what We made descend 



before you, and those who accomplish the prayer and give or acquit the Zakat and believe in 
Allah and in the last day, those We will give them a big reward." 
 
The Christ Isa, Jesus (the baby) " He said: I am the servant and Allah's slave, He gave me the 
Book (sacred), and made me Prophet, and made me blessed where that I be, and 
recommended me the prayer and the Zakat, as long as I live." 
 
"Those who, if We consolidate their power on earth, accomplish the prayer, and acquit the 
Zakat, and order or command the good (the right or the suitable) and forbid the evil (the 
wrong or the blameful). And the end of all things comes back or belongs to Allah (our 
creator). " 
 
The Zakat is Allah's order our creator. 
"...And woe to those who join gods with Allah (who put partners to Allah).Those who don't 
acquit the Zakat and don't believe in the beyond (the Hereafter)."  
 
"And it has been commanded to them (the people of the sacred Book) not more than: to adore 
(to worship) Allah, devoting Him an exclusive cult, to accomplish the prayer and to acquit the 
Zakat. And this is the religion of value. " 
 
To give the Zakat is not only an act of good citizenship but also a picket act.     
The Zakat is calculated on the fortune and not on the profit or the income.     
The Zakat is a tax on the fortune.     
The Zakat is taken from the rich for the poor.   
 
To the level of the Recipes: who gives the Zakat?  
 
- We are going to limit us to the urban zones therefore don't wait that I speak to you of the 
Zakat of the cereals or the beastly, be reasonable there is neither agricultural earth nor camel 
in an urban zone. 
- Rate: start to apply the unique rate of the Zakat 2,5%     
That must finish these progressive rates, which exceed the limits of the reason. 
- First, begin by reducing this arsenal of taxes: here is a proposition; to the beginnings you can 
keep 3 taxes to the maximum with only one unique rate the one of the Zakat (for example) 
 

- Income tax   
- Tax of the societies (company) 
- Tax on Sale or value-added Tax   

Only one unique rate 2,5% 

 
You can stop there and you have achieved 50% of a justice so much waited. You will see your 
contributors paying for these taxes with joy. No one will fail to its duty: to pay for these taxes. 
But you can reach the extreme of the justice while only letting one tax the Zakat (Tax on the 
Fortune). 
 
-Calculation of the Tax on the Fortune (Zakat): 
At the end of every lunar or solar year that you can fix. 
For the individuals or the physical persons: 
The basis of calculation of the tax on the fortune is constituted of the sum of money that you 
possess either in cash (banknotes): in cases, or in bank; either in material: gold or silver; plus 
the lends; less or to subtract the loans. 



You have to use the gold value and the silver value in your country (example 1gramme of 
gold = 32 € euro). 
Taxable basis = the sum of money in gold or in banknotes, plus the lends, less the loans. 
For the tradesmen and societies (company): 
The base of calculation of the tax on the fortune is constituted by the sum of goods, of an 
individual or a society: money, capital, merchandise… 
Taxable basis = the sum of money, plus the stock of merchandise at the cost of purchase, plus 
the customers debtors, then to subtract  the non paid suppliers (or non regulated). 
 
This sum or this basis of calculation, to be taxable must be superior to the value of 85 gold 
grams, caliber 21, for the Moslems. 
But while waiting to adopt a unique currency for the whole world. I see that this sum must be 
at least superior to the annual minimal salary = Minimal Wage (Interprofessional Guaranteed 
Minimum Wage) of every States or country, of course this IGMW must allow all person to 
provide to all his natural needs, and must be revised and valorised at the end of every fixed 
year. 
 

Slices   Rate 
Taxable basis ≤ IGMW 0% 
IGMW < taxable Basis 2,5% 

 
Therefore if the taxable Basis is lower or equal to the IGMW no Tax on the fortune to pay. 
This basis cannot represent a fortune. 
In the contrary case, the value of the tax on the fortune is gotten while multiplying this basis 
by the rate of 2,5%: 
The tax on the fortune = Taxable Basis x 2,5%     
 
Remark: If an individual, buys for example a lodging or a land.., and sells this goods during 
the same year, he doesn't have anything to pay, but if the age of the goods passes one year and 
enter in the second year, it must pay for the Tax on the Fortune of this goods to its sale, of 
course if the selling price passes the IGMW, only once even though he doesn't sell this goods 
after years.     
The tax on the fortune = selling price x 2,5% 
 
Example of calculation of the Tax on the Fortune (TF): 
Let's take the example of a society Zohra Plastic, this company commercializes and 
manufactures some articles in plastic matter (chairs, tables, buckets, utensils etc.)  
At the 31/12/2017; bank balance = 21000; cash balance = 5750; customers debtors = 35000; 
suppliers (invoices of purchase not regulated) =55000; Stock of goods = 75000: [the details of 
the stock can be as follows: the stock is composed of articles locally bought to the cost of 
purchase, tax excluded; of imported articles; of half finished articles; of finished articles at the 
price of cost]. 
 
Calculation of the sum of goods:     
      Bank                       21.000 +     
      Cash                         5.750 +     
      Customers debtors 35.000 +     
      Stock                      75.000 +     
                                    -----------     
      Sum                    =136.750 



Calculation of the fortune:     
We had to deduce from the Sum the suppliers (invoices of purchase not regulated) 
      Sum                                                                  136.750 -     
      Suppliers (invoices of purchase not regulated) 55.000     
                                                                             ------------     
      Fortune                                                           = 81.750 
Tax on the fortune = 81.750 x 2,5% = 2.043,75     
Society Zohra Plastic must pay 2.043,75 as tax on the fortune. 
 
Remark:     
There are the hundreds of books that explain and in detail the rules of the Zakat. And among 
the contemporary books, the doctor's book “Youssef al-Qaradaoui” titled “Fiqh Az Zakat” in 
3 volumes. 
Comparative picture: that comes back to you to choose between an arsenal of taxes and the 
Zakat that is only one Tax, a Tax on the Fortune. And between, the rates that exceed the limits 
of the reason, more than 50%, and only one unique rate 2,5%. 

Before After 
Taxes Rates Zakat Rates   

Income tax (professional, salary, 
landed, etc.) 

Between 7% and 60% Tax on the Fortune: 
 
If Fortune≤ IGMW 
If Fortune> IGMW 

 

Tax of the societies (company)  Between 7,5% and 55% 0% 
Sale's tax Between 1,5% and 50% 2,5% 
Tax of solidarity on the fortune   The rates that vary 

between 0,5% and 20% + 
the amount of the tax 
cannot be lower to a 
threshold (to a fixed 
minimal value). 

Professional tax 
The land taxes (built lands and non 
built) 
Residence tax   
Registration fee (Tax of recording) 
Axel tax   
Tax on the billing 
Contribution of solidarity   
The tax on the real estate 
mutations 

NB: The value of this yearly IGMW must not be inferior to the value of 85 gold grams caliber 
21; and that comes back to you to choose between IGMW and the equivalent of 85 gold 
grams. 
 
Remarks:  
* It has to notice that the one that invest all his money has no TF (Zakat) to pay.     
* The TF (Zakat) incites to the work and to the investment. 
* And the one that gives more than what he owes, of his wish, has more reward and he is 
among the blessed.     
* Do the well to those that acquit the TF (Zakat) and avoid to take the best of their goods. 
 
To the level of the expenses: to whom do we give the “Sadakat” (the recipes of the Zakat)? 
 
That must finish this distribution of the recipes of the State where only the civil servants (the 
officials) who benefit of these recipes. These are the poor whom have right in first to a piece 
of this cake of the recipes: Those whom don’t have no income or they have an income inferior 
to the minimum wage IGMW. 



And it is our god Allah our Lord and creator who took care of the distribution of the recipes of 
the Zakat « Sadakat ». 
You can find in the Koran one of the sacred books those whom have right to this recipe and 
by order: 
 
“The Sadakat (recipes of the Zakat) are for the poor, the indigent or needy, those who make 
the quest of it (or those employed to administer the Zakat), those whose hearts have been 
reconciled to the truth (to the good belief), for those in bondage and in debt (to the 
emancipation or to the liberation of the slaves and of the indebted ones), for the path or 
Allah's way, and for those who are in Allah's way (traveller). It is Allah's decree. And Allah is 
Omniscient (full of knowledge) and Wise.” 
 
Supposing nowadays, it remains almost only the three first: the poor, the needy persons and 
those who make the quest of the Zakat or work on it (those you can assimilate them to the 
government (the civil servants of the State)); you must notice that the civil servants of the 
State are to the third rank they come after the poor and the needy persons. 
 
The Zakat is taken from the rich for the poor. 
 
Progressive application of a good distribution of the recipes of the State:     
A point of view: 
 
- First the maximal salary of the civil servants of the State must be fixed and limited even 
though it is about the salary of the president of republic or the country.     
On the other hand, for the private sector (liberal) no limitation of salary: the one whom pays 
the tax on the fortune is better than the one whom takes it. 
 
- In the case where the contribution to the organisms of social security is obligatory:     
For the pensioners of those organisms: it is necessary to fix the maximal pension that must be 
the same one for all regimes. And the minimal pension must not be lower than the minimum 
wage IGMW. 
  
- The poor and the resourceless those whom don’t have no resource no pension: to start with 
the aged people who reached or pass the age of the retirement, then to take down until the age 
of 40 years the age limits, of course following the budget of the State, it is necessary to give a 
pension to those poor even if the 1/10th of the minimum wage IGMW. (Remark in some 
countries for the pension of the unemployed person they reached the age of 26 years old). 
 
- For the less than 40 years old, if they are not invalid they have the right to the subsidies, to a 
job; that is why it is necessary to think about to decrease the age of the retirement instead of 
increasing it, to allow everybody to work, to let an imprint and to participate in the 
exploitation of this earth. 
 
- It is necessary to manage to assure to all, a pension or a salary equal to the minimal salary 
IGMW in first. 
 
- The recipe of the TF (Sadakat) must be distributed only inside the State or country, it is only 
after having reached the self-sufficiency, that one can help the other neighbouring countries.     



Remark for the lodging you can start with imitating the government of a European country of 
the years 80: credit of lodging without interests for to encourage the young couples to the 
marriage. 
 
- A good census and a good distribution, no crisis, no begging (beggary)... 
 
Remarks:     
- It is necessary to allow the citizens to calculate themselves the tax on the fortune (Zakat) 
without ambiguity and without difficulty.     
- It is the State that must distribute the recipe of the TF (Sadakat) to avoid the humiliation of 
the poor citizens.     
- We must abstain or we must give up taking the Sadakat (a part of the recipes of the Zakat): 
the hand that gives is better than the hand that takes. 
 
Conclusion: While acquitting the Zakat, while paying for the TF (Tax on the fortune) and 
while giving it to the poor, our Lord Allah will rejoice us, all on earth, and will rejoice the 
good believers, here on earth and to the beyond in the eternal home. 
You can find in the Koran one of the sacred books: 
“And don't eat your money illicitly (your goods), and don't serve this money to corrupt some 
judges to allow you to eat a part of the money of people unjustly, and wittingly (and you are 
aware)”. 
"O you the believers! Don't eat the money (the goods) between you illicitly, except if it is 
about a trade with mutual consent between you, and don't kill yourselves (don't commit 
suicide), certainly Allah is Merciful towards you ". 
NB: At the end. I apologize for the mistakes that I can commit, I can be mistaken, but know 
that this letter is only destined to incite to a good and just management of resources of the 
countries from all over the world. 
And I only obey to our prophet, prayer and greeting be upon him, by communicating or by 
transmitting at least a verse. And our Lord Allah is Omniscient and the big Connoisseur. 
 


